Bike it easy Travel

Travelling on e-Bike Discovering Italy’s Treasures

“The journey of life is like
a man riding a bicycle.
We know he got on the
bicycle and started
to move. We know that
at some point he will stop
and get off. We know that
if he stops moving and does
not get off he will fall off.”
William G. Golding

Bike it easy Travel

Travelling on e-bike discovering Italy’s treasures

An extraordinary heritage of nature, culture, wine-food gastronomy,
hospitality and hotel excellence and an innovative and exciting means
transport, that is environmental friendly and suitable for people of any fitness
level. The encounter of these two elements has inspired the idea of Bike it
easy Travel.
A number of trips planned around some of the most extraordinary Italian
touristic destinations, where the local environment is fully experienced
and explored with pedal-assisted high-riding bikes.

Do as the Locals do
Bike it easy Travel is a two-wheel ride that follows the soft allure of the
natural landscape all around, enabling to enjoy all the best features that a
region has to offer: extraordinary works of art, the most palatable traditional
dishes, the best wines, the most comfortable and enchanting hotels, along
with qualified guides and local experts that provide the “do as the locals do”
experience.
Based on the accurate selection of different destinations, the rides are tailored
on specific client needs, through a balanced combination of nature, culture,
food and wine.

Our e-Bikes

Using our e-Bike does not deprive the traveller of the bike riding experience,
nor does it lessen the need to push the pedals to move forward.
Our e-Bikes are equipped with a battery powered central motor (which
accounts for higher bike performance and steadiness).
The 3 pedal-assist modes of the motor provide a feeling of lightness,
minimum effort and more power during every single riding phase,
particularly when setting off or when riding uphill.
They are equipped with a comfortable gel seat providing the best comfort
during an entire day, with a front mobile phone holder and a rear bag for
storing personal belongings.

What’s Included
- State-of-the-Art pedal-assisted
bikes, equipped with bag, mobile
holder and helmet.
- Premium quality, luxury hotel accommodations.
- Breakfast, lunch, dinner, including
carefully selected local wines.
- Expert guides with local knowledge, history, art and gastronomic
experts assisting you during the

entire tour.
- Support van along the way.
- All transfers and baggage transportation.
- Entrance fees to museums and
historic sites, private tours.
- Wine tastings and cooking classes.
- Gratuities for baggage, porters and
hotel service.

Our Destinations
1 - Piedmont
Origin of the Italian Taste
2 - Lombardy
Historical Villas and Italy’s most beatiful Lakes
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3 - Dolomites
World Natural Heritage
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4 - Emilia Romagna
Castles and Food Valleys
5 - Tuscany
Art, Landscapes and Brunello
6 - Umbria
Sacred and Spiritual Region
7 - Sardinia
Emerald Sea and Wild Land
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Piedmont
Origin of the Italian Taste

Piedmont
Origin of the Italian Taste

In the North-West of Italy, surrounded by the
Alps, Piedmont is characterized by stunning
beautiful landscapes where you’ll enjoy cycling
around the sweet hills of Langhe and Roero, the
areas where some of the most famous wines in
the world are made: Barolo, Roero, Barbaresco,
Nebbiolo….vineyards and wineries of historical
heritage, for sampling and tasting the most
excellent wines.

This travel also means discovering castles,
ancient cities and villages, guided by experts
who know the places and the works of art of the
region; tasting the best trues and the typical
dishes of Piedmont in the most renowned
restaurants; relaxing in the evening in
outstanding hotels combining the charm of
ancient mansions with the best modern comfort.

Day01

24 miles/40 km

Welcome to Piedmont!
Your guides will meet you in Turin and will drive
you on a short drive to Roero countryside.
Stop for the usual briefing: bike fitting, safety and
tour review. At Tigliole we have lunch in our first
top class Michelin-starred Ca’ Vittoria restaurant.
Cycle to Cisterna d’Asti, a city that was governed by
the Pontiff’s State in the 16th century. You may visit
the Museo di Arti e Mestieri di un Tempo, a very
interesting museum on the local rural life inthe
past centuries.
Then ride to the hotel, near the village of Canale,
where you have time to relaxa at the swimming
pool or at the Spa.
Dinner at the hotel restaurant, renowned for its
great chef.

Day02

26 miles/42 km

Roero Wine, Food and Arts
Ride to Montaldo Roero, with its tower and the
romanesque church of Santissima Annunziata.
We continue to cycle to Monticello d’Alba, with
castle of Conti Roero, a typical medieval fortress,
with very interesting interiors.
Cycle to Santa Vittoria d’Alba, with its castle and
famous tower dominating the ancient medieval
village.
Lunch at the Restaurant Al Castello. Quick visit to
Pollenzo, hosting the “Università del Gusto”, the
University of Gastronomic Sciences, and then off
the final ride of the day to Vezza d’Alba and then
back to Villa Tiboldi; tour of the wine cellar
followed by a relaxing cocktail.

Day03

22 miles/36 km

Barolo Vineyards
and Dreams in the Countryside
Transfer from Canale to Roddi in the morning and
then off for a ride through the vineyards and the
farms, passing by Verduno, to visit a stunning
winery.
Then ride to La Morra on top of a hill, with a
breathtaking “belvedere”.
Stop at Cappella di Santa Maria delle Grazie, a
small church refurbished and repainted by Sol
Levitt and David Tremlett: contemporary art
favourite restaurant and visit to the Wine Museum.
Final ride to Villa Beccaris Hotel at Monforte d’Alba.
Relax and Dinner.

Day04

22 miles/37 km

History and Taste
Ride to Serralunga, with its vertical castle,
characterized by three towers, and to Diano d’Alba,
through quiet and spectacular vineyards and small
villages.
Cycle to Grinzane Cavour, visit to the castle of
Count of Cavour and its stunning museum, lunch
at the Restaurant in the castle.
Ride and final stop at Ceretto winery, one of the
most famous wine-makers in Piedmont, to taste
their excellent products.
Shuttle to Hotel Villa d’Amelia at Benevello.

Day05

25miles/40 km

The Discovery of Barbaresco
Today we will cycle in the Barbaresco area, looking
at vineyards, perched cities and the far mountain
peaks of the Alps.
First stop at Mango, hosting the Regional
Winehouse, with permanent exhibitions on wine
making and Piedmont gastronomy. We then ride
to Neive, a stunning medieval city, ranking among
the “Borghi più Belli d’Italia”, the most beautiful
historical villages of Italy.
Lunch at La Contea Restaurant with its famous
cellar.
Then off for Barbaresco, with its delightful Piazza.
On the way back to the hotel, short visit to Treiso,
tiny village with a Baroque Church.

Day06
Goodbye in Turin
After an excellent breakfast, before driving you
back to Turin, we take you to Alba, the “City with
hundred towers” dating back to the 14th and 15th
century, that has Celtic and Ligurian origins before
being civilized by the Romans.
We’ll visit also the Romanesque Cathedral of San
Lorenzo.
Some time for shopping around and then we’ll
drive you back to Turin.

Food
& Wine

The realm of His Majesty the Truffle: the finest examples of this extraordinary ingredient that Giacomo
Rossini, the musician, defined “the Mozart of mushrooms” grow exactly in this area of the Piedmont
region.
Several recipes include it, in combination with pasta, meat, rice and eggs.
The Piedmont region is also home to other excellent specialities: Cheese (Murazzano, Raschera, Bra,
Toma) and nuts, featuring an extraordinary variety, typical of this area, and wine.
The wine of this region is famous all over the world: Barolo, Dolcetto, Nebbiolo, Barbera…
A true paradise for taste.

Villa Tiboldi
Canale d’Alba

A “five-star” hotel hidden in the hills: An
ancient villa of the countryside perfectly
renovated, with antique furniture and stylish
interiors, and a spectacular swimming pool
facing the vineyards.

www.villatiboldi.it

Villa Beccaris
Monforte d’Alba

A historical mansion of the late 18th century
defined by the Washington Post as “…the hotel
of standing that accomplishes what few
luxury-class hotels can – being comfortable in
its own skin and surroundings”.
www.villabeccaris.it

Villa d’Amelia
Benevello

An ancient villa of the 19th century masterly
renovated, with a breathtaking view of the
Alps and the sweet hills of Barolo, and an
exclusive and prestigious Michelin one-starred
restaurant.
www.villadamelia.com

Lodging

Lombardy

Historical Villas and Italy’s most Beautiful Lakes

Lombardy

Historical Villas and Italy’s
most Beautiful Lakes

Lombardy, with its great lakes and numerous
small basins, offers a unique mix of charms to
lovers of lake tourism.
Visiting the largest and most famous lake of Italy:
Lake Garda, Lake Como, Lake Maggiore means
immersing oneself in all the flourish of a lush
nature that also has the power to renew the

mind and body.
The gorgeous landscapes of Lombardy’s lakes
bring together the fascination of villages lost in
time, near-ancient castles and monasteries,
superb villas, places rich in history and character,
and intriguing museums.

Day01

Day02

Welcome to Lombardy!

The Jewels of Lake Maggiore

Arrival at Malpensa and transfer by minivan to
Laveno, the most important resort on the east
bank of Lake Maggiore.
Stop for a light lunch on the way to Laveno. This
bustling town, surrounded by beautiful
mountains, has porticoed buildings and
pedestrian areas, ideal for walks by the lakefront
and for shopping.
Check-in at the hotel, briefing on the use of the
e-bikes and dinner at the hotel restaurant.

15 miles/25 km

Ride to Villa Porta Bozzolo through the cycle lane. This
charming villa is arranged on two levels and dates
back to the early 18th century. Back to Laveno.
A ferry service provides transportation to Verbania,
where the huge botanical garden of Villa Taranto can
be visited. It includes approximately 1000 non local
plants and 20,000 varieties and species of great
botanical value.
Thousands of plants coming from all over the world
form rare collections. A ferry service will take you to
the fascinating and popular tourist destination of
Eremo (Hermitage) di Santa Caterina del Sasso, set
between the rocks and the water, and almost looking
as though it is suspended in mid-air; it represents the
very essence as well as the most important religious
building in Verbania.
Back to the hotel in Laveno.

Day03

23miles/35 km

Varese, The Garden City
Transfer to Varese and visit by e-bike to Villa
Menafoglio Litta Panza di Biumo, which is famous
worldwide for its collection of contemporary works of
art, that Giuseppe Panza di Biumo collected there
from the ‘50s onwards.
It is currently owned by Fai.
We ride to Sacro Monte di Varese: The architectural
style of the chapels, the triumphal arches and the
fountains, the statues and the frescoes decorating the
chapels, are excellent examples of 17th century
religious art in the Milan area.
A magnificent panorama unfolds all around: the
Varese lakes, Comabbio, Maggiore and the
outstanding beauty of the mountains and majestic
Monte Rosa.
Transfer to Como, on the Como Lake, check-in at the
hotel and rest followed by aperitif and dinner.

Day04

18miles/25 km

Day04

The Branches of Como Lake...
Nature, Art and Emotions
Tour by bike of the city centre of Como, transfer by
boat to Lenno.
Ride with the e-bikes along the lake to reach Villa
Balbianello.
Laden with history and romantic allure, the Villa is
surrounded by a beautiful garden with a
breathtaking view of the lake. We visit then Villa
Carlotta, one of the most fascinating and ancient
mansions of Lake Como, built in 1690.
Transfer by ferry to Bellagio, “the pearl” of Lake
Como: Everything there is special and
unforgettable.
The ancient Borgo (hamlet) is a characteristic
feature of Bellagio: narrow cobblestone roads,
alleys and striking stairways alternate with
postcard-like views.

Day05

18 miles/25 km

Garda Lake: Sirmione and
Desenzano
Light lunch in Bellagio.
Transfer to Varenna and ride up to Castle of Vezio,
whose origins probably date back to a
Ligurian-Celtic settlement.
Transfer by minivan to Lecco, located on the east
branch of the lake of Como, between the
mountains of Resegone and Grigna, that has
always attracted painters, scholars and cultured
people from the time of Leonardo da Vinci.

Transfer to Sirmione, on the Garda Lake. Visit of
Sirmione, a beautiful medieval city with a 14th
century castle overlooking the lake.
We then ride to Desenzano, where we visit the city
and have a light lunch. Riding up and down the
breathtaking hills overlooking the lake, rich of
vineyards and olive trees, we arrive at Maguzzano
Abbey, a Renaissance construction, in a very
peaceful place.
We ride then on the ridge of the hills to the Castle of
Padenghe. We ride up along the bike lane reaching a
high altitude among green hills with a stunning view
on the gulf of Salò, historic point of reference along
the Lombardy coast of the Garda Lake.
Check in at the Hotel in Salò, followed by an
excellent dinner.

Day06

25miles/30 km

Vittoriale at Gardone
Visit of Salò with a Duomo, a beautiful gothic
church, with its marble portal and Renaissance
sculptures and paintings.
Without the bicycles, we embark on a boat that
takes us in 20 minutes to Gardone Riviera, where
we lunch in a typical restaurant overlooking the
lake after visiting the well-known Vittoriale, the
monumental residence of the famous Italian poet
Gabriele d’Annunzio.
Back to Salò and transfer to Verona.

Food
& Wine

The kingdom of fish: Perch, whitefish and arborelle, the best lake fish for a tasty typical risotto
accompanied by dry white wines. Cheese, sausage and lamb, pasta, rice and dumplings are other
typical dishes of the Lombardy lakes.
Lake of Garda cuisine is characterized by excellent oil and outstanding wines accompanying the
typical excellent Italian food.

Lodging
Hotel de Charme Laveno offers a
high
quality
service,
spa,
swimming pool, restaurant.

Hotel de Charme

Hotel Villa Flori

Laveno

Como

www.laveno-hotel.com

Hotel Villa Giulia
Valmadrera

www.alterrazzo.com

Hotel Villa Flori in Como is a
converted 19th-century villa and
perched on the edge of Lake
Como.the renovation made it
possible to enhance the quality of
hospitality with the most up-to-date
comforts and facilities, from the
lounge bar on the lake’s edge and
hi-techservices in every room and
suite to the fitness centre and
Turkish bath.

ww.hotelvillaflori.it

Villa Giulia, an antique patrician
construction in which Restaurant “Al
Terrazzo” is accommodated, is
situated in a comfortable and cosy
atmosphere. It dominates the
beautiful basin of Lake Como with a
marvellous panorama on the city of
Lecco, the Resegone mountain and
other mountains surrounding it.
A
special
feature
of
the
restaurant,frequented by tourists,
business
men,
international
enterprises and celebrities of the
entertainment industry, is the wine
cellar, which has been hewn out of
the mountain rock in front of the
entrance of the villa.

In the enchanting environment of
the Salò hills, with a magnificent
view of Lake Garda stands the Hotel
Villa Arcadio surrounded by olive
trees, woods and flowers. The Hotel
is an ancient restructured convent
and its evocative ambience makes it
an elite resort for discerning
travelers
to
rediscover
the
atmosphere much loved by poets,
artists and refined travelers.

Hotel Villa Arcadio
Salò

www.hotelvillaarcadio.it

Dolomites
World Human Heritage

Dolomites
World Human Heritage

A sky-high barrier reef turned to stone defines
the unique alpine scenario of the Dolomites. In
2009, they were declared a UNESCO World
Heritage site, owing to their monumental
beauty. The nine components of the Dolomites
are officially regarded as being among the most
attractive
mountain
landscapes
and
historic-cultural contexts in the world.

Day01

Day02

Day03

Welcome to Dolomites!

Tre Cime di Lavaredo and Dobbiaco

Nature Parks, Arts and History

Arrival in Venice in the morning, followed by an
early afternoon departure.
Arrival in Cortina d’Ampezzo in the afternoon.
Called the “Queen of the Dolomites”, it is the most
renowned alpine resort in the Dolomites, acting as
a catalyst for high-end, demanding tourists.
After checking into a charming hotel located in the
town centre, the guests can enjoy some free time,
relax and take a tour of the place, followed by a
briefing session of the programme and the use of
the e-bikes.

Bike ride to Dobbiaco along a cycle lane that
develops over the old railway line, which once
linked Cortina to Dobbiaco until 1962.
From Parco delle Dolomiti Ampezzane,
surrounded by breathtaking alpine landscapes, we
then continue our trip towards Lake of Landro,
where one of the most famous symbols of the
Dolomites can be admired: Tre Cime di Lavaredo
(the three peaks of Lavaredo)!
Our bike ride continues until we reach Lake of
Dobbiaco, where we stop for lunch at a typical
mountain inn. Back to Dobbiaco in the afternoon,
followed by a tour of the old town centre, with its
strong Tyrolean features (a region set between
Austria and Italy).
Hotel check-in.

Day 3: bike ride along the cycle lane linking
Dobbiaco to Brunico.
Arrival and guided tour of the old town centre.
Minibus ride to Rifugio Pederù, in the spectacular
surroundings of Parco di Fanes-Sennes-Braies.
Lunch at the Rifugio, followed by a bike ride on
easy off-road trails in the woods and amid vertical
rock faces, until we reach San Vigilio di Marebbe.
From there, a minibus ride takes us to Abbazia di
Novacella, a magnificent architectural complex
that is among the largest in Europe.
We then continue our journey to Bressanone, the
oldest Baroque town in Tyrol.
Guided tour of the Palazzo Vescovile (Bishop’s
Palace) and its gardens, and of the Cathedral.
Minibus ride to Alpe di Siusi.
Check-in at Santner Hotel.

Day04

Day05

Day06

The Discovery of Alpe di Siusi

Sassolungo and Sassopiatto

Val d’Adige and its stunning
white wines

At an altitude of approximately 1800-2000 m,
Alpe di Siusi is a spectacular plateau consisting
of gentle mountain slopes, pastures and
woods, surrounded by the majestic
Sassolungo, Sassopiatto and Sciliar mountains.
Departure towards the most scenic part of the
plateau and the Duron valley, at the foot of the
Catinaccio massif.
Ride to Rifugio Tierser, to enjoy a well-deserved
meal while admiring the stunning view of the
natural landscape, before going back down
towards the Alp and back to our hotel, after
completing the ride loop.
Time to relax and enjoy dinner.

Departure towards the eastern side of the Alp.
Destination: the mountain slopes of Sassolungo
and Sassopiatto, riding along smooth paved roads
and off-road trails, and across breathtaking natural
landscapes.
After the usual must-take photo sessions, we reach
Rifugio Zallender, where lunch is provided, while
enjoying the extraordinary landscapes unfolding
all around.
On our way back to the Hotel, we travel through
the characteristic village of Sandria.

Departure by minibus to the bottom of the valley,
followed by a stop-over at Traminer, a small and
pleasant village set right at the centre of Val
d’Adige, surrounded by vineyards and apple
orchards.
The place is renowned for Gewurtztraminer, a local
wine that is exported and produced around the
world.
There, Adolf, an ingenious artist and a wine maker,
will give us a tour of the most characteristics spots
of the area, of iron and wood craftsmen, followed
by a wine tasting session at a winery, accompanied
by a famous type of smoked ham called “speck”.
Departure to Verona, where we are expecting to
arrive in the afternoon.

Food
& Wine

In South Tyrol the typical food of the north of the Alps has become lighter under the influence of the
Italian cuisine.
Restaurants serve pasta and risotto and specialties like hand-made knödel filled with speck, cheese,
spinach or even sweet dumplings encasing apricots, served with South Tyrolean wines: The white
wines Muller Thurgau and Gewurtztraminer and the red Lagrein, Marzemino, Teroldego and Santa
Maddalena, among others.

Rosapetra
Cortina

Rosapetra Hotel in Cortina, a comfortable hotel
with a magic, innovative and traditional
atmosphere, a perfect harmony of nature and
elegance.
http://www.rosapetracortina.it/

Romantic Hotel Santer
Dobbiaco

Romantic
and
resting
atmosphere,
accompanied by the typical outstanding
courtesy of South Tyrolean hotels.
http://www.hotel-santer.com/

Santner Hotel
Alpe di Siusi

A beautiful and tranquil hotel in the middle of
Alpe di Siusi Plateau, surrounded by amazing
mountains.
http://www.hotelsantner.com/

Lodging

Emilia Romagna
Castles and Food Valleys

Emilia
Romagna
Castles and Food Valleys

Excursions on two wheels accompanied by an
expert guide to discover the history, art,
landscape and gastronomy attractions of this
region: Treasuries of the cities of art, medieval
castles and hamlets, music and opera in
Giuseppe Verdi’s Land, authentic flavours of
typical DOP products and famous DOC wines of
Piacenza and Parma Hills.
It is far from the main roads that you discover the

heart, the beauty and the colours of this region:
The charming landscape that e-bike riders
gradually discover and enjoy, along minor and
panoramic roads, on the top of gentle hills and in
the fertile fields of the lively and industrious
plain. In one word, “Emilia”: An authentic and
stunning combination of history, nature and
traditions.

Day01

Day02

Welcome to Emila Romagna!

Luretta Valley

Departure from Bologna/Milan airport and
transfer to Castello di Rivalta, check-in, visit of the
castle, e-bike briefing and test drive.

26 miles/40 km

First destination of our e-bike ride is the Castle of
Agazzano that we will visit. The Castle complex
consists of two portions and a wide terraced
garden-park overlooking Luretta Valley. The Castle
is a beautiful combination of the medieval
defensive architecture and the style of the typical
renaissance aristocratic mansions.
We then ride to Rezzanello and we stop at the
Castle, which is in an excellent state, with lean
round towers on the top, and situated in a
spectacular park in a beautiful panoramic position.
The next stop is the Castle of Momeliano. Visit to
Luretta Winery where we’ll taste excellent wines
accompanied by typical cold cuts.
We will then ride to Val Trebbia along a stunning
panoramic road and then back to Castello di
Rivalta.

Day03

22 miles/36 km

Castell’Arquato
Transfer by minibus to Travazzano. Here we’ll start
our ride to Diolo, passing by Vigolo Marchese, a
small hamlet within the Municipality of
Castell’Arquato, well-known for its high quality
wines and for the Romanesque complex of the
Church and the Baptistery of San Giovanni dating
back to the 11th century. Stop at winery, visit, wine
tasting. We continue our tour to the ancient
medieval city of Castell’Arquato, where we visit
Piazza Monumentale, the Collegiata Church of
Santa Maria, the Palazzo del Podestà and the
Visconti Castle.
We take again our e-bikes for a ride along a
panoramic road with breathtaking views of the
vineyards cultivated in the Piacenza hills to reach
the charming Castle of Vigoleno, one of the most
preserved fortified ancient villages in Italy.
Return to Castell’Arquato, accommodation at the
Hotel de Charme Leon d’Oro, relax and dinner.

Day04

22 miles/37 km

Giuseppe Verdi’s History
Transfer by minibus to Busseto. Visit to the
National Museum of Giuseppe Verdi and quick
look at the Verdi’s birthplace at Roncole Verdi.
Departure by e-bike for the Pallavicini Old Fortified
Castle of Polesine Parmense. Stop at Zibello to
taste the delicious DOP “culatello”.
Then, we ride to Soragna, a village hosting the
magnificent residence of Princes Meli Lupi.
We continue our ride to Fontanellato where the
stunning medieval Sanvitale Castle is waiting for
us right in the middle of the city.
Transfer by minibus to Parma.
Check-in at the hotel, relax and dinner.

Day05

18miles/25 km

Food and Wine Valleys
Transfer by minibus to Mamiano di Traversetolo.
Visit to cheese factory producing the renowned
Parmigiano Reggiano, the king of cheese.
Departure by e-bike to Parma Valley, stop at Badia
di Santa Maria della Neve and visit of the Castle of
Torrechiara, one of the most important and best
preserved fortresses in Italy. Stop at a winery of
the DOC area of Parma Hills and taste of typical
cold cuts. In the afternoon we ride along the hills
of the Parma Valley and reach the Felino Castle,
hosting the Salame Museum.
Return to Parma by minibus.

Day06
Goodbye in Parma
Visit of Parma historic centre.
Departure for the airport late in the morning.

Food
& Wine

The famous Emilia Romagna food products accompany our e-bike travel experience: Parmigiano
Reggiano and Prosciutto Crudo di Parma among the most renowned products.
The region has a rich tradition of cured meats: Coppa, Pancetta, Salame, Culatello, Zamponi and
Mortadella di Bologna.
Tortelloni, Ravioli, Cappelletti, Cannelloni, Lasagne are the famous pasta dishes that were created first
in Emilia Romagna.
White and red wines: Lambrusco, Sauvignon, Sangiovese, Trebbiano, and Albana, among others.

Castello della Rivalta
Rivalta

It is one of the few castles in Europe
surrounded by an intact little village. The Hotel
was built in the middle of the medieval village,
surrounded by this historical atmosphere.
Charming and excellent restaurant La
Rocchetta in front of the hotel..

Hotel Leone d’Oro

Castell’Arquato
Enchanting mix of arts, history, culture,
gourmet cuisine and premium service makes
this hotel a Hotel de Charme, the best
destination of all travellers looking for the best
style of Italian traditional hospitality.
http://www.leondorocastellarquato.it/

Park Hotel Pacchiosi
Parma

In a splendid park of 10,000 sq m in the most
ancient district of Parma, Park Hotel Pacchiosi is
the ideal location to experience the city. The
hotel building dates back to the early 20th
century when it was hosting the “King’s
Hospital”.
http://www.parkhotelpacchiosi.it/

Lodging

Tuscany

Art, Landscape and Brunello

Tuscany

Art, Landscape and Brunello

For cultured people everywhere, Tuscany is a
place of the mind more than a real one: Probably
the greatest repository of art in the world, an
ideal landscape created in the Renaissance to
celebrate the perfection of human intellect, and
a food culture that has become the symbol of
authentic, yet sophisticated, lifestyle. In this trip
you cycle through two of Tuscany’s most iconic

sites: Val d’Orcia (World Heritage Site) and
Chianti.
Admire the enchanting scenery, with its
vineyards and cypress rimmed hills, taste
genuine pecorino cheese and olive oil with local
producers, visit fascinating medieval cities and
stony abbeys with an expert art historian.

Day01

8 miles/12 km

San Gimignano and its towers
After a private transfer from Florence, your guides
will welcome you with a light lunch at the hotel
where you’re going to spend the first two nights.
After a briefing on the use of the e-bikes (bike
fitting, safety, and map review), we set out on our
first ride through the surrounding countryside.
We’ll cycle to San Gimignano, with its many towers
(World Heritage Site).
Check-in at the hotel La Collegiata where dinner
will be served.

Day02

26 miles/42 km

Monteriggioni Landscape and Arts
A ride among beautiful hills will take us to the
Winery Cantina Guicciardini Strozzi to taste,
among other wine products, the famous
“vernaccia di San Gimignano”, a delicious dry white
wine. Back to San Gimignano, enjoying the
amazing landscape.
Rest at the hotel and later transfer to
Monteriggioni, a fascinating medieval walled
town, with its historic well and traditional Tuscan
buildings.
We’ll have dinner at Ristorante il Pozzo where we
taste the well-known “crostini” and the excellent
“Fiorentina”.

Day03

24 miles/40 km

Mystical Peace and Serenity
of Crete Senesi
After breakfast, we move by transfer to Torre a
Castello and we visit a cheese maker and taste the
typical “pecorino” cheese.
Here we start an off-road track called Eroica, a
cycle race that takes place every spring: this is an
exciting and breathtaking experience as the
landscape opens up as we ride along the bare
ridges of the Crete Senesi, one of the most
photographed roads in the world. Stop at San
Giovanni d’Asso for a quick lunch.
After lunch we’ll ride along a beautiful off-track
road to Buonconvento. Visit of the medieval city
and visit to Mozart winery.
Transfer to the hotel Castello della Velona where
you’ll enjoy an unforgettable dinner.

Day04

24 miles/40 km

Val D’Orcia The Brunello wine
We’ll ride to Castelnuovo degli Abbati, then we will
visit the Romanesque Sant’Antimo Abbey and cycle
through a beautiful countryside close to
Sant’Angelo in Colle, a tiny village on the hill facing
the Brunello winemaking region, stopping at the
well-known largest Brunello winery of Castello di
Banfi.
After 2 km we reach La Pieve, a delightful typical
Tuscan “borgo” dating back to the 13th century,
with an excellent restaurant where we have lunch.
In the olive harvesting season it is possible to taste
the different types of oils and delightful food
accompanied by olive products. Through easy
off-road tracks, we’ll ride up to Montalcino and then
back to the hotel.
You can end day with a nice massage in the Spa or
at the swimming pool.
Dinner at Montalcino, in a typical restaurant.

Day05

22miles/33 km

Val d’Orcia Pienza and
the Renaissance ideal city design
We’ll cycle southwards through off-road tracks in
the middle of the countryside, riding few
kilometres of the Eroica track, and reach Pienza, a
rare example of Renaissance “ideal city” design.
The city is a World Heritage Site. Quick snack with
excellent local food products.
From Pienza we cycle down through the hills of Val
d’Orcia to the interesting village of Bagno Vignoni
for a lunch in the antique “borgo”.
After, we ride up to Vignone and then down to San
Quirico d’Orcia, to visit the medieval city hall and
main church.
Back to the hotel and dinner at Castiglione d’Orcia.

Day06
Goodbye to Val D’Orcia
Transfer from the hotel to Montalcino, where we
visit the imposing 14th century Rocca (fortress),
stroll along the narrow streets and browse the
picturesque shops.
Then transfer to Rome or Florence, where our trip
ends.

Food
& Wine

The taste of tradition: Tuscan food is a journey of taste and history.
Starting from the typical unsalted bread (dating back to the Middle Ages when Pisa and Florence were
rivals and Pisa blocked Florence’s salt) to accompany the endless delicious dishes: panzanella, ribollita,
fettunta... Meat is also excellent in Tuscany, starting from the “bistecca alla fiorentina” – the Florence
steak) and cheese and cakes.
Tuscany is also famous for its delightful wines, famous all over the world: Brunello di Montalcino,
Chianti, Morellino di Scansano, Vernaccia di San Gimignano.

Lodging
Hotel La Collegiata
San Gimignano

A wonderful hotel, which was an old Convent
built in 16th century. The old church of the
Convent has been refurbished to host the
restaurant L’Eco Divino, with a breathtaking
view of San Gimignano and its towers. The
swimming pool is close to a beautiful rose
garden. The SPA is very well equipped for
fitness, massage and body treatment.
Bedrooms and living rooms are elegant and
stylish.
www.lacollegiata.it

Castello della Velona
Montalcino

A medieval fortress turned into a luxury
residence. Built on a spur of rock towering over
the river Orcia, the castle enjoys an astounding
view on the Mount Amiata and the
world-famous Crete Senesi.
www.castellodivelona.it

Umbria

Sacred and Spiritual Region

Umbria

Sacred and Spiritual Region

A delightful landscape to be explored by riding
your own e-bike, with medieval villages
scattered among vineyards and olive groves:
Umbria is an unforgettable experience, that will
nurture your heart and soul. Through
spectacular roads without traffic you will
discover the artistic, historical and architectural
wonders of the region like the cities of Spello,
Assisi (where Saint Francis lived), Bevagna (with

its Roman amphitheater).
At the same time you may taste the most
delicious regional dishes and wines; there are
excellent restaurants, the most renowned
wineries for tasting the amazing local wines in
beautiful locations, like Tenuta Castelbuono,
designed by the wellknown Italian artist Arnaldo
Pomodoro.

Day01

8 miles/10 km

Welcome to Umbria!
Your guides will meet you at Bevagna, an ancient
Roman city.
A briefing will be held at the hotel L’Orto degli
Angeli on the use of the e-bikes: bike fitting, safety
and tour review.
Short visit to Bevagna and light lunch.
And then off for a short ride to visit Torre del Colle,
a tiny medieval village focus of a recent
refurbishment project committed to the
preservation of cultural and artistic heritage.
Dinner at L’Orto Degli Angeli.

Day02

14miles/20 km

The Trail of Saint Francis
Very early in the morning we’re off to Assisi today to
explore the home of Saint Francis, the Upper and
Lower Churches and the art life inspired by his life.
After a tour in Assisi we’ll ride up to the Saint Francis’s
hermitage at the foot of Mount Subasio: an art jewel
harmoniously integrated in a thick wood of oaks; visit
to the hermitage and to the most significant places of
the Saint Francis’s life.
Light lunch nearby Assisi.
The strong riders may even dare to attempt the
extraordinary ride up to Mount Subasio through
stunning forests. The rest of the group will cycle
through the stunning Via degli Ulivi – Olive Tree Way to Spello, a small and tranquil medieval city.
Back to Bevagna, in the evening ride to the Caprai’s
winery to taste their excellent wines.
Dinner to Spiritodivino in Bevagna.

Day03

25miles/33 km

The vineyards of Castelbuono
and Pomodoro’s Shell
We start the day with a ride through fields and
farms as we pedal to the gorgeous Lunelli Winery.
Here, you will make a guided tour of the winery
built by the Italian renowned artist Arnaldo
Pomodoro where you will also taste their excellent
products.
Then we will take you for a beautiful ride to the top
of the hill passing by Collemancio, a village with its
evocative Roman remains and Castel- buono,
another medieval city fascinating for its silence
and its outdoor permanent art exhibition.
After, we’ll ride back to Bevagna, where you will
have an unforgettable dinner at the exquisite
Osteria Tagliavento.

Day04

8 miles/12 km

Day04

19miles/25 km

Monti Sibillini: Wide Open Spaces,
Small Cities and Beautiful Rural Churches

Trevi, Palazzo Trinci in Foligno
and Spoleto
After an excellent breakfast at the hotel we’ll ride
with our e-bikes to Trevi, a very nice medieval city on
the top of a hill, famous for its excellent food and in
particular for its black celery and its delicious
“crostini” with celery pesto sauce.
After a quick lunch, we’ll ride along the bike track to
Spoleto, a well known still intact medieval city, with
its famous Duomo di Santa Maria and the stun- ning
frescoes of Pinturicchio (end of 14th century).
Visit of the historic centre, with its lovely squares, its
Torre dell’Olio and the magnificent Ponte delle Torri,
230 m long and 90 m. high, a civil work of great
importance for that historical period.
Departure by minivan to Valnerina and arrival at
Norcia in the evening.
Check in at the Hotel de Charme Palazzo Seneca, an

Day05

ancient Mansion in the heart of the medieval city.
Dinner at the excellent restaurant of the Hotel.

In the morning we’ll take you by minivan to the
heart of Sibillini Mountains at an altitude of 1,660 m.
We’ll start our ride and reach Castelluccio, a remote
village on the top of a hill, surrounded by a
magnificent valley and by wild mountains: This is the
plateau of Sibillini Mountains, in the heart of one of
the most pristine places of Italy.
At Signora Mariella’s we’ll taste the excellent local
food: The Norcia ham, the “ricotta” cheese and the
lentils of Castelluccio.
We’ll ride then to Castelsantangelo sul Nera and
finally down to Visso.
This is a small city, a stop-over of the itinerary of the
“Most Beautiful Villages in Italy”, with its typical
coloured houses and the inevitable Piazza del

Day05

Day06
Goodbye to Norcia

Duomo, that maintains the proportions and
harmony of the large and famous squares of
Umbria Region on a small scale.
Transfer by minivan and visit of Sant’Eutizio Abbey,
of Campi, a small perched village, and of San
Salvatore Abbey.
Back to Norcia, you may relax at the wonderful spa
located in the ancient caves of the mansion.
Wine tasting at the Wine Shop and dinner in a
typical local restaurant.

The morning of the sixth day is dedicated to the
visit of the historic centre of Norcia and to
shopping.
After lunch, departure for Rome.

Food
& Wine
Umbria will enable you to enjoy the most palatable traditional dishes, with “noble” ingredients
ranging from olive oil to truffle. You will taste “pappardelle alla lepre” (ribbon pasta with hare sauce),
“Scottadito lamb” (grilled lamb ribs), “pecorino” cheese (sheep cheese).
All accompanied by excellent white (like Orvieto, Assisi Bianco, Assisi Grechetto) and red wines (like
Torgiano Rosso or Montefalco Sagrantino).

L’Orto degli Angeli
Bevagna

An ancient property in Umbria which allows to
taste the real Italian touch; all the ingredients of
the good living, connoted from a context to
man measure, to the roots of the great Italian
art and spirituality, into a nature generous of
surprises in every season.
www.ortoangeli.it

Lodging

Palazzo Seneca Hotel
Norcia

A house in an Umbrian palace: this is the
atmosphere you live in this charming residence
of the sixteenth century, that became a Luxury
Hotel in Norcia, in the heart of Umbria, after a
smart renovation. Fusion of design and
tradition, simplicity and quality, this is the
secret of this new elegant project promoted
and realized by Vincenzo and Federico
Bianconi, the last generation of a family who
has been offering Hospitality and Food service
since 1850. Spa and Gourmet Restaurant
Vespasia. It is the perfect base to discover
Norcia, the Sibillini National Park or the most
important destinations of Umbria.
www.palazzoseneca.com

Sardinia

Emerald Sea and Wild land

Sardinia

Emerald Sea and Wild land

The time span covered runs from the ancient
Nuragic civilization through to the Aragonese
empire, from Punic and Roman times up until the
mining era.
From a naturalistic point of view, the landscape
lends itself to countless changing scenarios:
hillsides and lagoon regions, but mostly a
breathtaking view of the sea and sheer cliffs,

white sand beaches and the uniqueness of clear
sea waters.
The itinerary runs from north to south across the
island, following the western coastline. A journey
for those who love genuine flavours, away from
mass tourism, and in contact with nature.

Day01

8 miles/10 km

Welcome to Sardinia!
Arrival in Cagliari, visit to the charming city centre
with its magnificent aerial views of the coastline.
Lunch at Golfo dei Poeti with appetizing fish
courses. Arrival in Guspini in the afternoon, at
Hotel Tartesh, briefing and excursion to
Montevecchio mines, the largest and most
charming industrial archaeological site in Sardinia.
Rest and hotel dinner in the restaurant located
inside a cellar.

Day02

24 miles/35 km

The Archaeological Sites and
Sea Cliffs
Minibus trip to the temple of Antas, Punic and
Phoenician temple, and walk to the remains of a
Nuragic archaeological site.
Departure with the e-bike along an off-track road
in a canyon with old mining wells, sheepfolds and
stunning landscapes. We ride to Cala Domestica
where a delightful lunch is served on the beach. A
magnificent mountain road leads down towards
the sea, riding along the coastline, while enjoying
the unique and unforgettable panorama offered
by the white cliffs and “Pan di Zucchero” rock.
An incredible set of dunes embedded among the
cliffs of the coast overseen for centuries by the
Tower of Cala Domestica.
Minibus trip back to the hotel followed by a
traditional dinner.

Day03

28 miles/40 km

The Ancient Mining Area
Transfer to the old mining village of Montevecchio.
Brief presentation of the Sardinian mines to frame
our tour.
The track always reminds us of the ancient mining
period, in an enchanting natural context.
We reach the dunes of Piscinas, a small desert
populated by deers and characterised by juniper
bushes.
After a short tracking on the dunes, we’ll enjoy a
typical lunch and relax on the beach.
Back to the hotel.

Day04

20 miles/30 km

Villages, Handicraft and
the Beautiful City of Alghero
Departure from Guspini to Bosa.
This city, inhabited since the Phoenicians’ age, is
famous for corals as well as for textile and
embroidery.
Visit of the city centre and ride along a panoramic
road overlooking the sea connecting Bosa to
Alghero.
Arrival at Alghero and check-in at the Hotel
Puntanegra.

Day05

28 miles/40 km

The Nuraghe Architecture
and Capo Caccia
Ride in the morning to Nuraghe Palmavera.
The Nuraghe is one of the most interesting
architectural structures from a distant past and has
decorated our island for the past 4000 years. Short
break and visit.
Capo Caccia is our next destination, with a
magnificent view of its small bays like Porto Conte,
and Mediterranean vegetation with dwarf palm
trees that are typical of this region.
At times we are lucky enough to spot white
donkeys living on the hills.
A breathtaking view of the landscape can be
enjoyed from Capo Caccia. Escala de Cabirol, with
its 656 steps, leads to the beautiful Grotta di
Nettuno.
Back to the hotel.

Day06
Goodbye in Alghero
Visit of Alghero historic centre.
The sightseeing tour covers the historic buildings
of the ancient city and numerous remains of works
of art that can be found in the typical cobblestone
alleys of the place.
Shopping, light lunch and departure.

Food
& Wine

Sardinia food is very rich and includes seafood, freshly baked breads, olives and wine, Pecorino cheese
and delicious cakes and ice creams.
Some of the most excellent dishes are: the Fregola, small balls of handmade pasta, dressed with
seafood; Lorighittas, a special pasta made out of two thin pasta wires wound together and served with
sausage and tomato sauce; the Panadas, oven baked pies of meat, fish or vegetables; and Porcheddu,
the delicious roasted suckling pig, flavored with myrtle leaves and salt.
All accompanied by excellent Sardinian wines, followed by the typical Sardinian Myrtle.

Lodging
Tartheshotel
Guspini

Tartheshotel, close to Oristano, has been awarded
the prize as Best Sardinian Hotel for its
extraordinary
charming
and
relaxing
environment
and
Mediterranean
flavor.
Surrounded by lush vegetation, among
century-old olive trees and oaks, the hotel has
stylish and suggestive rooms combining the
Sardinian traditional furnishing and the oriental
culture. Guests may relax near the beautiful large
swimming pool or at the very well equiped Spa.
www.tartheshotel.com

Punta Negra
Alghero

A breathtaking view of the bright white beach and
the sea with crystal-clear water, cosy and stylishly
furnished rooms, a gourmet restaurant offering
guests the chance to dine outdoor: Punta Negra
hotel was built in the Regional Natural Park of
Porto Conte and offers an excellent hospitality in a
fascinating and stunning natural environment.
www.hotelpuntanegra.it

Food
& Wine
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